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Chapter 1: Introduction
The area of pronunciation, including the ability of learners to produce
phonological sounds as well as using correct stress and rhythm, has become increasingly
important to me as I have progressed as a language teacher. In the past I was more likely
to ignore explicit pronunciation teaching as I did not have the knowledge or tools with
which to adequately address it. I would typically correct students’ pronunciation of the
common mistake of the /θ/ sound and that was about it. I occasionally did some minimal
pair drills (having students pronounce the words “ship” and “sheep” to show the different
vowel sounds, for example) but often lacked the understanding of how to connect this to
my normal lessons. However, as I gained more and more experience in teaching English,
I began to see the importance of explicit pronunciation teaching and its benefits for
helping learners communicate effectively.
It seemed that the more I focused on pronunciation lessons, as well as presenting
them in a more communicative way, the more progress I saw in my students’ speaking
abilities. I started to notice those who struggled with their pronunciation and how they
were all too often difficult to understand. Even with an adequate vocabulary, their
language suffered and appeared not to progress. Through my training during my
Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) course and a phonetics and phonology
course, my eyes were opened to effective methods of teaching and learning
pronunciation. One method in particular really grabbed my attention. During my

phonetics and phonology course we were required to capture the speech of an English as
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a Second Language (ESL) learner and identify what some of the major pronunciation
mistakes were. For this assignment, I interviewed a good friend I knew who had recently
come to America from Myanmar as a refugee. I never could quite put my finger on why
his English was difficult to understand. I just knew I really could not understand much.
After recording a speech sample of him talking for a few minutes, it immediately became
clear what one of the major issues was. He only pronounced the first sound of a wordfinal consonant cluster. So, for example, the word “Rampart,” which was the name of his
school, was pronounced as “Rampar.” The word “can’t” was pronounced as “can” and
the word “gold” became “gol.” As I realized how consistent this problem was, I
wondered if there were any word-final consonant clusters present in his native language
of Burmese. I explained the concept to him and asked if he knew of any word-final
consonant clusters in his native language. As far as he knew, they didn’t exist in his
language. I taught him a few techniques on how to pronounce these clusters. I was
amazed to see his progress over time and how an explicit focus on this pronunciation
issue really helped him. It seemed that the more he noticed his mistakes in word-final
consonant clusters, the easier it was for him to make improvements on them. In addition,
it made him extremely thankful and appreciative of my help. This satisfying experience
caused me to want to pursue this idea in much more detail. I began to wonder about
other languages and what their difficulties might be in learning intelligible English
pronunciation.
The idea of comparing languages to find difficult areas of pronunciation
immediately caused me to consider the Persian language. For the last ten years or so I

have developed a keen interest in Persian. I taught English in Afghanistan, studying the
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local language of Dari, a dialect of the Persian language, in earnest while there. After
learning about how effective it was for the student from Myanmar to focus on the
pronunciation problem, I became curious as to what the common pronunciation problems
were for Persian learners of English and whether they could be explained by the makeup
of the Persian language. While learning Persian, I was struck with how often I would
place the stress on the wrong syllable in a word. This seemed to be one of the main
mistakes that I was corrected on by native speakers. Additionally, I never could quite
master some of the phonemes in Persian that were not present in English. Sounds like /x/
and /ɰ/ were nearly impossible for me to produce and my intelligibility suffered because
of it.
I began to wonder if Persian learners of English had similar problems with
particular areas of English pronunciation that were not present in Persian. Could their
pronunciation errors be explained by the differences between the two languages? Could
this knowledge give learners an “insider’s edge” to becoming a better English speaker?
How important is it for language learners to identify and notice their specific
pronunciation errors in making improvements?
Effective Communication and Noticing
In my experience, students often state that the ability to communicate with others
is one of the main reasons why they seek to learn a second language. Learning another
language opens up worlds of opportunities to communicate, interact, and learn. Chief
among the challenges of learning a second language is the ability to produce it in an
intelligible way, which brings a needed focus on pronunciation. Intelligibility is defined
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by Munro and Derwing (2005) as how much of the message is actually understood by the
listener. A learner must achieve an adequate ability in both segmental and
suprasegmental features of English in order to communicate with other speakers of
English in an intelligible way. The segmental features of a language include the
“sounds” of the language like /s/ and /θ/ and /d/. These sounds are referred to as
phonemes – the basic units of sound that combine to form words. Suprasegmentals
include the stress, rhythm, and intonation of a language.
In my experience, my students have often become frustrated and unable to
progress past difficult areas of pronunciation. One factor that seems to affect the
acquisition of pronunciation is age. Moyer (1999) showed a correlation between age and
native-like pronunciation, revealing that the later a learner began studying a second
language the more nonnative his or her pronunciation was rated by native speakers. In
another similar study, Jacobs (1988) argues that the typical learning environment for an
adult (the classroom) is not nearly as rich as what is experienced in the typical child’s
environment, which is usually filled with a daily language input. Many adult learners
encounter a “wall” when trying to achieve native-like pronunciation. This inability to

progress is what Selinker (1993) has coined as the term “fossilization.” This plateau may
have many different influences and causes according to Selinker.
As I consider some of my experiences with ESL learners, I am struck by how
often speakers of the same first language (L1) struggle with similar pronunciation issues.
This study will identify four of the most problematic areas of pronunciation for Persian
speakers who are learning English and then will ask – among these four areas which area
proves to be the most difficult? Does identifying and leading the learner to notice these

errors bring about any improvement in the ability to correctly pronounce this difficult
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area?
The ultimate goal of this study is to see what effect noticing one’s pronunciation
errors has on improving upon those errors. To what extent does noticing one’s errors
strengthen a learner’s pronunciation? Does a specific awareness by the learner result in
improvements in pronunciation? To what extent does this awareness help the learner?
The key factor in this study is specific awareness by the learner of his or her
pronunciation mistakes.
To adequately explore the possible areas of difficulty in English pronunciation for
Persian speakers, a thorough study of the Persian phonological system is required. There
have been several excellent papers written on this topic that this study will draw on to
help provide context for what the Persian language is like (Hall, 2007; Hayati 1997,
1998, 2010). A side-by-side comparison of Persian and English, along with both their
segmental and suprasegmental features, will help develop an understanding of what some
of the potential problematic areas may be. Understanding these areas of difficulty will
assist this study in finding out which areas of pronunciation should be focused on. Once
common errors are identified, the study will look into the effect of noticing upon
improving these errors.
Research Question
The central question in this research is to determine to what degree noticing
particular pronunciation errors results in improvements in pronunciation in those areas.
Does understanding and recognizing these mistakes make a difference in the ability and

speed with which a learner can acquire accurate pronunciation? Finally, to what extent
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does improvement occur through an explicit focus on those areas?
In the second chapter, a review of some of the pertinent research regarding the
importance of teaching pronunciation, contrastive analysis, error analysis, and
interlanguage theory is provided. The influence of L1 on L2 and pronunciation, the
importance of suprasegmentals, and the gap in current research is presented as well.
Chapter three includes an explanation of some of the methods used to elicit language
samples from Persian speakers as well as how this information will be analyzed. Chapter
four details the results of the language samples and chapter five offers a discussion of
these results with implications for both the language learner and teacher.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter will explore some of the previous research on the topics of
pronunciation and error analysis, influence of the native language on second language
pronunciation, intelligibility, noticing, and previous studies done on Persians learning
English. This review will help show the importance of the topic of pronunciation in
learning a language and how understanding pronunciation mistakes can help a learner
achieve higher levels of intelligibility. A brief history on the views of pronunciation
errors will be explored including the contrastive analysis theory, error analysis, and
interlanguage theory. This will lead the research into exploring how the first language
influences the learning of an additional language. A focus on suprasegmentals will be
explored including a detailed comparison between Persian and English features. Finally,
a review on the idea of noticing will be explored. The initial step in this study was to
identify the common errors that Persian speakers of English make in order to identify
areas for more explicit focus, and then to see to what effect noticing these common errors
has in improving learners’ ability to improve their pronunciation.
Importance of teaching pronunciation
The idea of teaching pronunciation in the classroom has not always been
unanimously agreed upon. However, over the last few years many different studies have
shown the importance of including explicit pronunciation lessons in the classroom.
Celce-Murcia, Brinton, and Goodwin (2010) make the claim that non-native speakers of

English need to acquire a “threshold level of pronunciation” in order to be understood
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and lessen oral communication problems (p. 8). Most language specialists agree that
explicit pronunciation instruction is vital in language curricula (Wong, 1987; Kenworthy,
1987; Brown, 1990; Celce-Murcia, Brinton, & Goodwin, 1996; Fraser, 1999; Jenkins,
2002; Levis, 2005). Many other studies reveal the lack of patience that native speakers
have when encountering non-native speakers with poor pronunciation (Mulac, Hanley, &
Prigge 1974; Kalin & Rayko, 1978; Callan, Gallois & Forbes, 1983; Munro & Derwing,
1995). These studies bring a fuller understanding to how important it is for the language
learner to achieve intelligible pronunciation.
There are studies that show how listeners even go as far as to project negative
qualities on speakers who have heavy accents (Fayer & Krasinski, 1987; Mulac, Hanley,
& Prigge, 1974; Munro & Derwing, 1995). Pickering (2001) argues that the overuse of
falling tones caused listeners to perceive the speakers as “unsympathetic and uninvolved”
(p. 233). It has been well established that possessing an ability to intelligibly pronounce a
language is vital in communicative competence and there is a general agreement that
intelligibility and comprehensibility are the two most important factors for
communication (Celce-Murcia, Brinton, and Goodwin 2010). Intelligibility is defined by
Munro and Derwing (2005) as “the extent to which a speaker’s message is actually
understood by a listener” (p. 76), which is different than comprehensibility, which is
defined as the ease with which a speaker is understood by a listener. Hall (1997) shows
the importance of pronunciation teaching in the classroom with relation to the specific
needs that many learners have of giving presentations themselves in English. Okamura
(1995) finds that native Japanese speakers think of pronunciation as one of the most

important factors in “distinguishing good from poor speakers of Japanese” (p. 34).
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Additionally, Zampini (1994) explains that the skill of pronunciation should be one of the
most important parts of any language program that has fluency and communicative
competence as its goal.
If native speakers cannot understand the utterances of the language learner, then
communication will simply not happen. While an accent is nearly impossible to avoid
for adult language learners (Scovel 1988), intelligibility is a reachable goal. Tarone
(1979) claims that there is a strong link between the language learner’s pronunciation and
the amount of attention that is paid to it by the learner. If this is true, then every language
learner can benefit from an increased awareness of pronunciation issues and challenges.
Rather than trying to teach adult language learners to have a native-like accent, a more
realistic goal should be achieving a comfortable level of intelligibility. This goal should
drive the methods, activities, and materials of the language classroom (Celce-Murcia et.al
2010). These studies and many others give a strong case for including pronunciation
lessons in the English classroom.
The importance of teaching pronunciation to Persian speakers is made even more
significant by the fact that, according to Hayati (2010), it is given only some attention in
the typical English language class in kindergarten through twelfth grades in Iran.
Hosseini (2007) affirms this idea in showing how the emphasis in the public education
system is placed on passing written exams rather than on achieving intelligibility in
speaking. In light of this, a thorough understanding of the importance of pronunciation is
an important key to the Persian learner of English.
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The next section contains a review of some of the various methods and thoughts
that have driven the field of linguistics as it pertains to pronunciation. There have been
multiple theories over the years that have contributed to the understanding of how a
learner’s first language affects the acquisition of an additional language. These theories

have built upon one another to bring us to a fuller understanding today of how this affects
the language learner.
Theoretical Frameworks
Contrastive Analysis
The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis was first formulated by Robert Lado (1957),
an American linguist who believed that the principal barrier in learning a second
language was the interference of the first language. He claimed that comparing the first
and second language side by side would enable people to predict and describe what the
potential difficulties would be. This theory was well steeped in behaviorism, the idea that
habits can be acquired through conditioning. As the theory goes, the “bad habits” were
developed due to interference of language rules based on the first language, which needed
to be replaced by the “good habits” or an internalization of the rules of the second
language. This approach gave a strong call to compare the learner’s native and target
language to identify where the contrasts would lie. It was generally believed that this
method would eventually lead to a very clear understanding of why mistakes are made in
language learning and how they should be remedied. However, as further studies began
to prove, it was nearly impossible to predict what errors a learner would make and the
level of difficulty the learner would experience in acquiring any given item. For
example, in Persian, the verb comes after the subject and object, whereas in English it
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comes between the subject and object. Contrastive Analysis would predict that Persian

learners of English would have difficulty placing the verb in the right order when using
English. However, this was not always found to be the case (Oller and Ziahosseiny,
1970).
Error Analysis
As the contrastive analysis hypothesis began to be questioned, a new theory
emerged called error analysis. Error analysis does not try to predict the errors that a
language learner will make based off of the first language but rather analyzes the errors
that are made and determines how prevalent they are in order to see what relationship
might exist (Banathy and Madarasz, 1969). Inferences are then drawn from the errors
that are actually made. However, one weakness that error analysis ran into was that there
was often not one “source” of the error; the fact that an error exists does not necessarily
speak to where it developed from. There could be multiple sources of an error, one of
which is interference from the first language. Despite this shortcoming, error analysis is
an extremely useful tool for a study like this. Since this study seeks to find connections
between mispronunciations and native language, a thorough error analysis is effective in
bringing these connections to the surface. While this analysis will not account for all the
errors a speaker makes, it may help us narrow areas for instruction.
It is well accepted that a focus on pronunciation in ESL learning is extremely
important in producing clear and effective communication. Focusing on both segmental
and suprasegmental features of English has been argued to be of utmost importance in
achieving adequate intelligibility in the language. A growing trend of analyzing the
differences between two languages has proven to be an effective tool in highlighting what

difficulties ESL students have based on their native language. Tailoring pronunciation
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teaching based on common errors gives students a huge advantage in mastering more
native-like English pronunciation. An importance is therefore placed upon discerning
what errors are being made among the students and then organizing the syllabus around
those problems (Celce-Murcia, et. al 2010).
Interlanguage theory
The interlanguage theory seeks to give a fuller explanation of learners’ errors.
Interlanguage phonology is defined as the language learner’s knowledge of the second
language (L2) at any given time during the process of learning a second or additional
language (Selinker 1972). As researchers began to analyze errors it became clear that
most errors did not show any characteristics of the first or second language. This led to
the foundation of interlanguage theory.
A speaker’s interlanguage phonology contains influences from both the learners’
L1 and L2. The Interlanguage Hypothesis is defined by Eckman (2011) as including
principles and constructs from the native language, principles and constructs from the
target language, and principles and constructs that are independent from either one. A
principle or construct that the language learner might draw from includes the way in
which he or she pronounces words. So as a native English speaker learning Persian, I
may try to produce the [x] sound but actually instead produce the more common English
[k] sound or [h] sound.
Influence of L1 on L2 and pronunciation
While the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis has undergone a great deal of scrutiny
over the last 50 years, the idea of language transfer, or taking the influence of the L1 into

the L2, is well accepted as being a major influence in the realm of phonology (Celce-
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Murcia, et.al 2010). Most language researchers today would minimize the role of nativelanguage transfer interference in other areas of language learning, while emphasizing its
importance in phonology. There is ample evidence of the transfer of native language
phonology directly impacting the learner’s production of the target language. Zampini
(1994) shows how English speakers’ acquisition of Spanish voiced aspirants is directly
affected by the differences in English and Spanish phonology. In English, the voiced
stops /b, d, and g/ never undergo spiranization, the continuous expulsion of breath.
However, in Spanish they often can, as evidenced by the Spanish word “tarde” (late).
The /d/ sound in “tarde” is not pronounced as a voiced stop but rather as an aspirant.
Zampini was able to accurately predict that this difference between English and Spanish
phonology would be difficult for English speaking learners. She goes on to explain how
most adult learners will not completely acquire the phonology of a second language
without some type of formal instruction showing the differences between the L1 and L2.
Many other researchers have laid claim to this idea of understanding the phonological
differences between the L1 and L2.
Avery and Ehlirch (1992) claim that the very nature of a learner’s accent can be
directly traced to their native language. If this truly is the case, then a thorough
understanding of a learner’s native language can help explain various pronunciation
issues and identify areas for more explicit focus that can help inform both the learner and
the teacher. There are many ways that this idea can be applied in the language learning
process. If I know that the Persian language contains sounds that are not present in
English, then these can immediately become an area of focus for me, as it can be assumed
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these may be difficult. In the same way, if my Persian teacher understood the sounds that
were more difficult for me, he or she could then help me learn how to more accurately
produce those sounds. The question then becomes, how much does noticing and
practicing these difficult areas improve one’s pronunciation? Does the learning strategy
of noticing one’s pronunciation errors help bring improvement?
Swan and Smith (1987) suggest that the errors made in pronunciation by L2
learners are reflections on the L1 sound system of which they are accustomed to. This is
what linguists call “negative transfer” – the transferring of linguistic elements from the
first language onto the second language. The idea of negative transfer was confirmed by
Todaka (1990) in a study of Japanese ESL students. Todaka found that these learners
transferred their first-language intonation patterns to English by not using adequate pitch
differences and failing to put proper stress and prominence on syllables.

Looking at the evidence presented in this review it becomes clear that there can be
some influence from the first language on phonology. While the amount of influence has
not always been agreed upon, most would say that it does exist, especially in the area of
pronunciation. Furthermore, it has been shown that an understanding of the phonological
differences between the first and second language can greatly help both the learner and
teacher. An error analysis can accurately display these errors and bring further validity to
why phonological differences can cause these errors. The teacher can narrow his or her
focus on these areas as well as they are so often the ones directing language learners in
the process to acquire a more accurate pronunciation. But ultimately, the question must
be asked – what effect will an awareness of the differences between the native language
and target language have on the learner?
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Importance of Suprasegmentals
While these frameworks have explored the differences between languages on a
phonemic level, research has indicated that it may be suprasegmentals that have the
greatest impact on intelligibility (Derwing and Rossiter, 2003). The possible differences
between the suprasegmental features of Persian and English have a great potential to
affect the production of English by Persian speakers (Swan & Smith, 2001). Inadequate
stress can significantly alter meaning and the ability to communicate in a language. The
language learner who does not learn appropriate stress can experience constant
misunderstandings and may even at times appear abrupt or rude. For example, consider
the difference in meaning between the following two sentences:
“Can you HELP me please?”
“CAN you help me please?”
The first example shows what word would be typically stressed in North
American English. The focus on the sentence is “HELP” and whether you are able to
help him or her or not. In the second example, however, the emphasis is placed on “can”
rather than “help.” This question makes it sound like the speaker is doubting whether
you actually are physically able to help or not. This may cause some misunderstanding
between the speakers and ultimately could lead to frustration.
Another important point that Field (2005) discovered was that intelligibility is
most affected when stress is misplaced to the right of the syllable that should be receiving
the stress. Field conducted a study where the stress of a word was manipulated either to

be too far to the left of the correct placement or too far to the right. Field found that
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when the stress was placed to the right of the correct syllable it caused the listeners to
have a more difficult time understanding what was said. This is particularly important to
note when it is considered that Persian word stress is typically on the final syllable (Hall
2007). Looking at some of the major differences between the Persian and English
phonologies will help in bringing an understanding towards what some of the more
common pronunciation mistakes may be among Persians learning English.
Suprasegmentals, which include stress, intonation, and rhythm, are widely
thought to be the most important factor effecting intelligibility (Derwing and Rossiter
2003). While much research has compared the differences between Persian and English
segmentals, there have been only a few studies that have explored the differences
between suprasegmentals. In a study conducted by Derwing and Rossiter (2003), two
groups of language learners from various language backgrounds were given a twelveweek course on pronunciation. One group was given suprasegmental instruction only
while the other consisted of only segmental instruction. Their results were very telling.
The suprasegmental group improved their comprehensibility and fluency while the
segmental group actually became worse in overall prosody. This study agrees with a
growing trend of focus on suprasegmental issues in pronunciation teaching. Hebert
(2002) gives an interesting example of the difference between segmental and
suprasegmental issues in English. She explains,
“if a speaker says, ‘/dis iz di kæt/’ instead of ‘/ðis ɪz ðə kæt/’ the learner’s
intelligibility will not be effected. However, if she says the former with a
rising intonation contour when her intent is to impart information, the

listener will encounter some difficulty in understanding her meaning.” (p.
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15).
Persian versus English Suprasegmentals
The Persian language is classified as a syllable-timed language (Windfuhr, 1979).
Therefore, the amount of time it takes to utter a sentence depends on the number of
syllables that are present. This is in stark contrast with English, which is a stress-timed
language. Stress-timed languages tend to have an equal amount of time elapsed between
stressed syllables and do not place equal stress on every syllable. This distinction is
important for this study as the Persian speaker of English might not accurately pronounce
the stress in English. An example that makes this idea clear is as follows:
I eat pizza.
I might have been eating pizza.
It might be surprising to non-native English speakers that these two sentences take
exactly the same duration of time to say. This is because in English the important, or
meaningful words in a sentence, are stressed. In both sentences given above, the only
words that are stressed are “I”, “eat”, and “pizza.” This rhythmic pattern takes some
getting used to for English learners and they are apt to transfer their native patterns of
stress to a second language (Todaka, 1990).
A closer look at the differences between Persian and English suprasegmental
features reveals some possible points of interest for this study. The first comparison
investigates the differences on the level of word stress. It is well accepted by many
linguists that Persian word stress for words in isolation and compound nouns is typically
placed on the final syllable in a word. Exceptions to final syllable stress in Persian

includes words with “inflectional endings, infinitive verbs, some suffixes, etc.” (Hayati
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1998, p 52). Some examples of final syllable stress in Persian from Kahnemuyipour
(2003) display this rule: (stressed syllables in all caps)
ke-TAB (book)

ta-sa-DOF (accident)

bo-ZORG (big)

gol-for-USH (florist)

di-vu-NE (crazy)

bo-zorg man-ESH (magnanimous)

xa-RID (she bought)

ka-SIF (dirty)

The word stress in English is not always so clear and often depends on the origin
of the word. However, general rules can be applied. Typically English employs a stress
pattern that goes back to its German roots, which moves the stress of a word to an earlier
syllable, often the first one (Celce-Murcia et.al, 2010). It is also interesting to this study
to recognize that the difference between stressed and unstressed syllables is greater in
English than most other languages (Celce-Murcia et.al 2010). This presumably could be
a problem area for Persian speakers of English. If Persian speakers transferred their usual
“final” placement of word stress, then it could stand to reason that intelligibility could be
greatly affected in English words that do not carry stress on the last syllable.
Hayati’s (1997, 1998) studies demonstrate the suprasegmental differences found
between Persian and English and what some of the difficult areas may be. In the area of
intonation, the rise and fall of the voice in speaking, Hayati has identified some key areas
where he predicts Persian speakers will struggle. Specifically, he argues that negative
statements and utterances with question words would give Persians learning English the
most difficulty. The reason for this is that in Persian, negative markers always receive
the primary stress while in English they are either unstressed or less stressed. The results
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of his research showed that 62% of the Persian speakers of English polled did in fact put
an improper stress on the negative markers. He shows how this improper placement of

stress caused some English sentences to sound emphatic where normally they would not.
An example follows for this typical mistake:
Normal English intonation: “I don’t want to SEE him”.
Persian speaker of English intonation: “I DON’T want to see him”.
Normal English intonation: “How are YOU?
Persian speaker of English intonation: “HOW are you?”
Normal English intonation: “I’m not COMing.”
Persian speaker of English intonation: “I’m NOT coming.”
Hayati argues that this makes the utterance sound emphatic and even sometimes
aggressive sounding. Additionally, Hayati found that both English and Persian include a
falling intonation at the end of statements. His research showed that Persian speakers of
English did in fact correctly pronounce the falling intonation at the end of statements. In
addition to these major areas of difference between Persian and English, Hayati identifies
the following areas as potentially being difficult for Persian speakers of English:
Compound Nouns
- in Persian, nominal compounds are stressed finally while in English they are
typically stressed on the first member of the compound:
English stress

Persian stress

“DENTIST”

“dandoon SAZ”

-
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compounds consisting of a determiner plus a head in English are stressed on
the noun while in Persian they are stressed on the determiner.

English stress

Persian stress

“my BROTHER”

“baradar - e- MAN”

Interrogatives
- interrogatives are stressed in Persian, but unstressed in English:
English stress

Persian stress

“what’s your NAME?”

“esme-to CHI-e?” (literally, name you
WHAT is?)

Tag Questions
- the intonation of Persian tag questions versus those in English may lead to
confusion about whether the speaker is asking for information or simply
confirmation.
English stress

Persian stress

“it’s good, isn’t it” - (with a falling

“khub e, na?” (literally, “good is, no?”

intonation to ask for confirmation rather

which could be uttered with a rising

than asking for information)

intonation).
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Negative Markers

- negative markers are stressed in Persian, but typically left unstressed in English:
English stress on verb

Persian stress on negative marker

“I don’t WANT to.”

“man NE-mekhaham.” (literally, “I no
want.”

Looking at the contrastive analysis completed by Hayati gives this research an
area for focus in determining what the major areas of pronunciation difficulty might be.
This will help narrow down the focus in order to more adequately explore the theory of
noticing and it’s potential impact on pronunciation.
Noticing Hypothesis
The “Noticing Hypothesis” was coined by Schmidt (1990) and is described as
being aware or conscious of the differences between the target language and the actual
output of a learner. He claims that this awareness is vital to acquiring a second language.
This was anecdotally demonstrated through my experience with my Burmese friend – it
was not until he was made aware of his difficulty with pronouncing word-final consonant
clusters that he was able to learn how to pronounce them. This “noticing” becomes very
important in the goal of reaching target-like pronunciation. Schmidt goes as far to say
that all learning requires specific attention placed on the material trying to be learned. He
claims that while it is possible to learn something incidentally, paying attention to
whatever feature you are trying to learn and understanding its significance can greatly
facilitate language learning (Schmidt, 1993). This thought aligns itself with Zampini

(1994), who claimed that formal instruction was required to point out the differences
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between the first and second language.
In a study conducted by Levis and Venkatagiri (2007), it was discovered that
there is a strong positive correlation between the learner’s awareness of his or her speech
and the comprehensibility of his or her speech. They go on to explain that this awareness
can be facilitated through focus-on-form activities. Derwing, Munro, and Wiebe (1998)
found that instruction given on segmental accuracy as well as prosodic features led their
subjects to improve their pronunciation. With this understanding in place, the focus in
language learning may be placed less on repetition and drills in order to subconsciously
acquire the language, but rather on the learner’s awareness of where his or her language
is lacking and in bringing attention to these areas.
Schmidt (1993) and Matthews, Buss, Stanley, Blanchard-Field, Cho & Druhan
(1989) claim that some language is much more conducive to be learned explicitly –
namely when a “domain contains rules that are based on logical relationships rather than
perceptual similarities” (Schmidt p. 27). Matthews, et al, (1989) go on to claim that
noticing what one is learning causes the learner to rely on the building of mental
representations that search one’s memory for pre-existing knowledge that relates to the
new material. The argument by Schmidt (1993) and Matthews, et al, (1989) goes on to
state that this understanding of the value of explicit learning, or “noticing” what one is
learning, subsequently places an emphasis on “paying attention” (p 27) during language
lessons. Grossberg (1988) argues that, indeed, explicit learning actually serves to
quicken the way in which input is processed.

In summary, the research in this chapter shows that there seems to be a link
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between the L1 of a learner and the errors that he or she makes in an L2. Furthermore,
the research on noticing argues that explicitly focusing on and noticing pronunciation
errors can assist in decreasing those errors.
A Gap in the Research
There has been very little cross-linguistic analysis performed on Persian speaking
English language learners, especially at the suprasegmental level. Studies conducted by
Hall (2007) and Mirhassani (2003) delve into the differences on the segmental level but
do not really touch the suprasegmental level at all. Their studies identify common
segmental errors of Persian learners of English but still need a broader range of speakers
to ensure reliability. Kahnemuyipour’s (2003) research reveals the word and sentence
stress of Persian but does not give any examples of how this might affect Persians
learning English. Hayati (1997, 1998) contrasts Persian and English stress as well as
intonation, and identifies and predicts where some difficult areas may be found. Hayati
makes many predictions based on the differences between the two languages but only
does actual data collection on two specific features of suprasegmentals – the intonation of
negative statements and questions. While his research sheds some light on how these
languages compare and contrast, much more research needs to be conducted.
In summary, it is clear through an investigation of the research that the L1 of a
language learner may have an influence on acquisition of a L2. Additionally, this
influence is most prevalent in the area of pronunciation. The research has also made
clear the notion that knowledge of these pronunciation differences and focus upon them
may help the language learner reach a higher level of accuracy in pronunciation and in

the end will become a more intelligible speaker. In the next chapter the methods of the
research conducted along with an explanation of the participants and setting will be
presented.
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Chapter 3: Methods
This is a case study on the effectiveness of noticing and explicit instruction to
improve Persian speakers’ use of certain suprasegmental features of English. Data on
these suprasegmentals were collected to discover which of the three selected features
were the most problematic. The three features that were elicited included: negative
markers, compound nouns, and question words. Upon the discovery of the most common
suprasegmental error, which was the pronunciation of compound nouns, participants were
led to notice their errors and received explicit instruction in this area. The study asks
whether becoming aware of one’s own pronunciation problems and receiving instruction
on them significantly improve one’s pronunciation. Principles of the “noticing
hypothesis” will be included in order to explain to the subjects what mistakes they are
making and whether a focused attention on these errors could help improve their
pronunciation.
This research seeks to find what connection there is between noticing one’s
pronunciation errors and subsequently improving on them through explicit focus and
practice. Ultimately, the aim of this study is to determine whether noticing these
differences might serve to be of help to these language learners as they attempt to acquire
a more intelligible English pronunciation. The rationale and description of the research
design will be explained including information about the participants, the data collection
techniques, and the way in which the data was analyzed.

Research Paradigm
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This study falls under the umbrella of qualitative research. Mackey and Gass
(2005) describe qualitative research as being open-ended, not having many preconceived
notions, and seeking to follow an inductive path towards discovery. In addition,
qualitative research lends itself to a naturalistic observation that is more “discovery”
oriented and is more easily amassed in single case studies (Mackey and Gass 2005). I
believe that the qualitative model of research best suits this study because it allows for a
more natural sample of spoken speech that is free and unscripted. In addition, this study
does not come into the data collection having already formed a hypothesis about what the
results will be, but rather seeks to find out what relationship exists between noticing
pronunciation errors and the ability to improve on those errors through receiving
instruction.
To accurately capture the spoken utterances of Persian speakers using English, the
qualitative research method of case study was used. A case study is useful in this study as
the number of participants is low; the ability to observe and track the progress of their
improvement is more easily accomplished. A case study allows for each participant to be
compared with one another and with past research (Mackey and Gass, 2005). Mackey
and Gass also describe case studies as giving a detailed description of a specific learner in
contrast to an ethnography, which focuses on patterns within larger groups. Conducting a
case study on these learners gives a fuller and deeper picture on how noticing affects the
acquisition of improved pronunciation. This case study allows for language samples that
are more authentic and casual then those that may be found in other settings. Major
(1987) claims that transfer errors are much more frequent in casual speech but decrease

as speech becomes more formalized. This study seeks to bring a casual element to the
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data collection.
Participants
The participants in this study were native Persian speakers from Iran, living in
America, who were learning English. Intermediate to advanced English learners
participated as they had the language necessary to answer questions at length while still
presumably having some major pronunciation issues. A brief oral assessment was
conducted to determine what level of English each participant had reached. Only those
determined to be at the intermediate level were chosen for the study. In addition, the
participants were made up solely of adult language learners. Because the data collection
took place in a non-Persian speaking country, these adults were ex-patriots living abroad.
The identities of the participants are confidential and will be referred to according to the
pseudonyms given in Table 1.
Table 1: Participants’ Information
Name

Age

Time in the U.S.

Amount of schooling

Reza

30

One year

Bachelor’s degree

Neda

31

Two years

Master’s degree

Ali

55

Nine years

High school degree

The participants have lived in the United States from between one year and nine
years and have all completed at least a high school degree. Their ages range from 30 to
55.

Location
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The location for this study is in a large city in the mid-west of the United States
that has a sizable population of Persian speakers. These Persian speakers were not
necessarily affiliated with any particular language program or school. The data
collection, which included an interview, picture prompt task and role play were
conducted in a quiet, public setting.
Data Collection
Feature Identification
Through the literature review, three common suprasegmental issues have been
determined to be difficult for Persian speakers. Drawing from some of the studies by
Hayati (1997, 1998, 2010) and Hall (2007), the areas of negative markers, compound
nouns, and questions words were explored to see whether these areas did in fact prove to
be a problem area for each participant. With these three features in mind, elicitation tasks
were developed to cause the natural use of each feature by the Persian-speaking
participants.
Data Collection One: Negative markers
Each participant was led through an interview to use negative markers (see
Appendix A). The way this was elicited was through a series of questions. The first
question asked of the participant was, “What are three things that you like?” After stating
three different things that each one liked they were asked, “What are three things that you
do not like?” These questions lead each subject to use negative markers while
presumably not realizing that they were actively being elicited to use them. Mackey and
Gass (2005) describe semi-structured interviews as “having the freedom to digress and

probe for more information” (p 173). Since interviews are interactive, additional
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information and language samples can be obtained if not enough is given at first. This
technique was useful as I tried to capture as many authentic language samples as
possible.
Data Collection Two: Compound nouns
In order to elicit the use of compound nouns, flash cards were employed. A series
of ten flash cards (see Appendix B) that had a picture and name of a compound noun
were used. This visual prompt led each participant to look at the picture on the flash card
and read the name on the card. Mackey and Gass describe this technique as being based
on a “stimulus” – something like a reading or video that stimulates conversation of a
specific topic while still being an example of free speech. In this case study, flashcards
with both the name of the item and a picture of it were included to elicit the participants’
pronunciation of compound nouns, as detailed below. These three data collection tools
were used to elicit speech according to the three different pronunciation features that this
study is focusing on – negative markers, compound nouns, and question words.
Data Collection Three: Question words
To acquire an authentic use of question words, each participant was instructed to
enter into a scenario in which they were a job interviewer asking questions of a
prospective employee. This role-play effectively put each participant in the situation of
having to create authentic questions that contained the type of question words that have
been shown to be potentially problematic. In effect, the participants were asked to
become the interviewer themselves in order for data to be gathered on their pronunciation
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of question words. The participants were instructed to ask the sort of questions that they
might ask if they were conducting an interview
My specific method of conducting the data collection techniques was as follows.
First I began with small talk that was not as important to my research questions, but
simply served to relax the interviewee (Mackey and Gass, p 175). Once I felt that the
interviewee was ready I asked him or her a few simple questions about his or her life –
Where were you born?, What jobs have you had?, Where have you lived?, etc (see
appendix C). If the interviewee did not give very long or adequate answers then some
follow-up questions were asked. This also served to give some background information
about the participants themselves – their education history, languages spoken, and time
spent in the United States. Once this interview was completed, a more specific set of

questions and activities were used to attempt to elicit negative markers, compound nouns,
and question words.
Because this is a study of spoken speech, it is necessary to recreate a scenario that
evidences an example of real-life speech. Simply reading a text or a list of minimal pairs
would have limited effectiveness in giving a whole picture of what the pronunciation
issues are in real life (Dickerson & Dickerson 1977; Major 1986; Tarone 1979, 1982,
1983). In addition, these speech samples were recorded, as it allowed for the speech
sample to be reviewed, analyzed, and coded at a later time which proved to be much
more comprehensive and effective. I believe that these research techniques were the
most useful for my study’s purposes because they allowed for an environment that
provided both structured questions that elicited responses that are easily comparable
while also still falling under the category of free speech.
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Each learner’s errors were compiled and analyzed to find which feature was most
consistently incorrectly pronounced. Each feature was analyzed in detail to determine
which one feature gave each participant the greatest difficulty. Ratios were compiled to

compare how many of each pronunciation feature was pronounced correctly to how many
total were elicited. In each case, the same pronunciation feature of compound nouns was
found to be the most problematic by a wide margin. Each learner was then made aware
of these mistakes and was led through a series of pronunciation lessons on the issue of
using correct word stress on compound nouns.
After the initial data collection activities were conducted, ten hours of lessons
were prepared around the topic of word and sentence stress with a particular focus on
listening to the speech samples of the first interviews in order to notice these errors. The
pronunciation textbook Clear Speech (Gilbert, 2004) was used to provide these lessons.
First, a general teaching on the idea of stress and intonation was given to each participant.
This included leading each participant to an understanding of the rules that generally
govern English stress and intonation. The lessons included an explanation of some of the
normal conventions of English stress and intonation such as stressing content words over
structure words, the placement of greater stress on new information over information that
is already known, and the tendency to connect speech. Areas of intonation were explored
through presenting and practicing common question forms and phrases. As each
participant was able to understand more of the rules of placing stress and intonation on
words and sentences, they were instructed to begin to notice their own patterns of stress
and intonation in their speech. Clear Speech gives numerous practice sentences in which
to check for proper stress and intonation. Through reading and reviewing these
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sentences, each participant was lead to “notice” what the proper way to pronounce these
sentences was, and were then able to compare their own pronunciation against it.
Participants were especially led to notice their errors on compound nouns. Below is a
step-by-step suggested process to lead language learners in noticing their pronunciation
errors that was used in this study’s instructional lessons:
- Introduce the overall concept of stress and intonation.
- Review the main rules of English stress and intonation.
- Compare the learner’s patterns of stress and intonation with the correct form in
any given feature.
- Lead the learner to notice this difference through listening to their recorded
speech samples.
- Practice this feature until the learner shows an ability to use it correctly.

This portion of helping the participants notice the stress and intonation of English
and their own pronunciation of English generally took a few hours. Participants were
also encouraged to notice the stress and intonation of authentic language they heard on
either the television or radio in between lessons. This allowed them to not only practice
more examples of accurate stress and intonation in English; it also encouraged them to be
noticing the stress of compound nouns more. Secondly, each participant was presented
with the general rules for pronouncing compound nouns in English. At this point, the
students were told through various examples, that the Persian stress of compound nouns
was in fact placed on the second word rather than on the first, as in English. As will be
shown in Chapter Four, this lined up with how most of the participants pronounced
compound nouns in their speech samples during the first data collection. As the rules for

compound nouns were beginning to be understood by each participant, the audio
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recordings of each participant’s first interview were re-played. The participants were
asked to identify if they heard any errors in the recordings. After repeating each
compound noun from the first interview numerous times in the correct way, additional
compound nouns were introduced for practice. At first, these compound nouns were only
practiced in isolation. As their ability to accurately pronounce them increased, they were
asked to use compound nouns in full sentences and in authentic situations. They were
either asked to create a sentence using a compound noun or they were asked to simply
speak about a particular topic, hoping to elicit some incidental compound noun usage.
These compound nouns were always noted and reviewed with each participant. Finally,
the participants were asked to listen to their recorded speech again to compare how much
their pronunciation of compound nouns had improved.
After ten hours of pronunciation lessons, a post-test was administered on the area
of compound nouns. Participants were shown a list of compound nouns that were
different from both the first interview and the lessons, as shown in Appendix D.
Participants were then asked to create a sentence for each compound noun. This created
a more authentic usage of the compound nouns and proved to be a good test of their
acquisition of correct stress. While this post task differed slightly from the pre task, it
served to be a more accurate representation of their acquisition of correct pronunciation
for compound nouns since they could generalize their understanding of stress with
specific words to new instances when encountered.
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Data Analysis
The data for each of the three elicitation tasks was transcribed and categorized
according to each use. Two categories were created for each of the three selected
pronunciation features of negative markers, compound nouns, and question words – those
that were uttered with correct stress and those that were not. If it was not clear which
category a particular utterance should go in then it was not included in the data. The
participants were recorded for each of the three elicitation tasks at the beginning of the
study and each recording was listened to multiple times until each feature could be
adequately detected and categorized. Then the compound noun elicitation task was
repeated and analyzed at the end of the study.
Verification of Data
Ten percent of the data was reviewed by another rater. Any discrepancies found
were reviewed by both raters and a compromise was agreed upon. This allowed for an
inter-rater reliability of eighty-five percent. This verification of the data brings more
authority to the results.
Ethics
Ethical considerations are taken into account through usage of the informed
consent letter. This letter was written in very simple English to ensure that it was
understood and was signed by the interviewee. A human subjects form was submitted
and approved by a Human Subjects Research subcommittee at Hamline University. No
real names were used in the study and all steps were taken to keep all participants
anonymous. The interviews will be stored at the Hamline University Library.

Conclusion
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In conclusion, the qualitative method of research is useful in answering the main
questions of this study – Does an awareness of pronunciation errors help a language
learner improve his or her accuracy of a particular feature? Does noticing these errors
help language learners more quickly acquire the correct forms of pronunciation? In the
next chapter a presentation of the results will be given followed by a discussion of the
implications of these results.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
The main aim of this study was to identify the extent to which noticing the errors
in the three designated suprasegmental features was helpful for the participants in
improving their pronunciation. Through three pre-instruction data collection tasks to
elicit samples of negative markers, compound nouns, and question words, it was
determined that compound nouns were problematic for all three participants. That
became the feature for investigation of whether the practice of noticing led to improved
pronunciation of this feature. This chapter discusses the results of the data collected from
both the pre and post-test elicitation tasks. While an exploration on three different
pronunciation areas was considered, it became abundantly clear that there was only one
area that consistently caused the subjects difficulty in producing accurate pronunciation.
The data for this study are presented by showing the results of the first elicitation
tasks, which include data on the pronunciation areas of negative markers, compound
nouns, and question words. Immediately following these results the data of the post-test
tasks will be focused solely on the area of compound nouns.
Overall Results
The participants completed three separate recorded tasks; an interview, a picture
prompt task, and a role-play. The first task consisted of the participants introducing
themselves and sharing some basic information about their lives. This task was used to
help the participant “warm-up” and get used to the setting and form of the interviews.

Another purpose for this interview was to give further data points to compare with the
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three other areas of focus in the second interview. During the interview, participants
were led to use negative markers in natural, authentic speech. The second task consisted
of picture prompts that contained both a picture and the name of various compound
nouns. The third and final task consisted of a role-play that allowed each participant to
use questions words. After the data from these three tasks were compiled, one feature
was focused on for further instruction. The participants were then placed through a
similar, yet slightly more challenging, task on the post-test to compare results.
The first feature of pronunciation explored the stress of negative markers. The
participants were asked to state three things they liked followed by three things that they
did not like. The participants showed an average success rate of 86% correct stress for
negative markers in this area. Below are the results of their sentences on these statements
of things they did not like.
Table 2: Overall misplaced stress on negative markers
Name

Number attempted

Number with correct
stress

Percentage correct

Reza

11

9

82%

Neda

7

6

86%

Ali

3

3

100%

Overall, the participants did better than expected on negative markers, showing a
success rate of 86% overall. There were not too many instances of emphatic sounding
utterances because of too much stress placed on the negative markers. While some of the
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utterances contained improper stress, not many of these included putting too much stress
on the negative marker. Below are some examples:
Reza: “I don’t have good ANSWERS.”
Here, Reza placed the most stress on the end of the sentence and didn’t stress “don’t” at
all, which is counter to what previous research suggests may occur with Persian L1
speakers learning English.
Ali: “I don’t like BICYCLING.”
Ali places the most stress on “bicycling” while placing little to no stress on any other
word. These responses both tend to show more of a propensity to place more stress on
the final syllable of the sentence. Another possible reason for the participants doing
better on this pronunciation feature than expected could be due to the particular
utterances used by each participant. Because of the difference in Persian and English
syntax, it is possible that each participant did not stress the negative marker because it
comes closer to the beginning of the sentence in English rather than at the end, as it does
in Persian.
Secondly, the participants were asked to read a set of flashcards that contained
both a picture of a compound noun along with its name written out. There were twelve
flashcards in all and each participant read through all of them. The participants
successfully pronounced these compound nouns 19% of the time. The following
compound nouns were used:
oven mitt

egg beater

tea pot

can opener

cork screw

cheese grater
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tea strainer

pizza cutter

measuring spoons

bottle opener

vegetable peeler

potato masher

Below are the results of the stress placed on these flashcards.
Table 3: Overall misplaced stress on compound nouns
Name

Number attempted

Percentage correct

17

Number with correct
stress
3

Reza
Neda

13

2

15%

Ali

14

3

21%

18%

As can be clearly seen from the results, this area proved to be the most difficult
for the participants. Four out of five compound nouns, or 19%, on average were
incorrectly pronounced by the participants. Consistently each participant placed the
stress on the rightmost word of the compound noun, which Field (2005) argues creates
the most problems for producing intelligible pronunciation. The literature review
identified this as a potential problem as compound nouns in Persian have their stress on
the second word rather than the first word, as in English. Below are some examples of
compound nouns that were not given correct stress:
Ali: “cheese GRATer”.
Neda: “cork SCREW”
Reza: “tea POT”
Each participant was fairly consistent in placing the stress on the second word of the
compound noun, with their success rates ranging from 15% to 21% individually. This

was precisely what Hayati (1997) predicted would happen among Persian speakers
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learning English. One possible factor to consider for future studies is the fact that there
could be some interference for Persian speakers in pronouncing these compound nouns
because of their difficulty with pronouncing word-initial consonant clusters such as
“grater”, “screw”, “spoons”, and “strainer”. This difficulty could have caused the
participants to hesitate or add an extra syllable to the compound noun, thus possibly
changing the stress placed. As the data were reviewed again, it wasn’t evident that this
did in fact cause a hesitation but the possibility remains that it affected pronunciation due
to interference from this other L1 parameter.
Finally, a role-play eliciting question words were asked of the participants. The
participant was asked to simulate an interview in which the participant was interviewing
me for a job. They were given a few ideas of what information they were required to find
out and then were instructed to conduct the interview. The participants showed an 81%
success rate in pronouncing question words. Below are the results of these interview
questions.

Table 4: Overall misplaced stress on questions words
Name

Number attempted

Percentage correct

4

Number with correct
stress
3

Reza
Neda

12

11

92%

Ali

5

3

60%

75%

Overall, the participants used fairly adequate stress on question words, showing a
success rate of 81% . While typically they did not place too much stress on question
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words, as was predicted based on previous studies (Hayati 1997, 1998), they did tend to
not use adequate sentence stress overall when using question words. Below are a few
examples of some of the responses gathered:
Reza: “How do you want to PROVE YOURSELF?”

According to Hayati, this sentence might have been pronounced, “HOW do you want to
prove yourself?”. Reza, however, did not place too much stress on the question word
“how” but did place too much stress on the “-self” part of “yourself”.
Neda: “What was your last job?”
Again, the question word was not overemphasized in this response. In fact, there was
very little stress given by Neda on any of her words.
Ali: “Why did you find a HERE job?”
While the syntax in this response was out of place, the stress given on “here” was
correctly placed.
The fact that the results on this area were not according to what Hayati predicted
could be due to the small number of participants. Hayati claimed that question words
receive greater stress in Persian, while not as much in English. It is interesting to see that,
again, each participant did not exhibit any evidence of transfer of this feature from
Persian to English.
Results on the post-test were significantly improved as the participants were
generally able to notice their pronunciation mistakes and adjust accordingly. Because
each participant showed a significant weakness in the area of compound nouns, the posttest focused in on this category. The post-test only includes two participants, as the third
one was not able to complete the necessary language lessons. The participants showed an
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overall success rate of 96% on correct pronunciation of compound nouns as compared to
19% on the first test as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Overall correct stress on compound nouns on post-test
Name

Number attempted

Number correct

Percentage

Reza

16

14

88%

Neda

9

9

100%

These results appear to be significant as each participant showed a dramatic
improvement, giving potential credibility to the idea of noticing in the area of
pronunciation. Participants showed an overall success rate of 92% on the post-test of
compound nouns. This is what was expected according to the study of Schmidt and Frota
(1986) and gives further evidence of its impact. In addition, because the post-test
required each participant to use compound nouns within a sentence, results could
potentially be considered as more authentic language production than if it had been
simply a repetition of the first test. Below are a few of the results:
Reza: “I don’t have a FATHER in law yet.”
“I got a HAIR cut yesterday.”
Neda: “One of my friends had a bad HEART attack.”
“I need a SPEECH writer for my presentation.”
During the hours of instruction it became immediately clear that the participants
were quick to realize and understand the mistakes they were each making. Each
participant was able to identify the different stress patterns in Persian versus the ones they
were now learning about in English. To see them make this connection was fascinating
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and enlightening on the potential impact of noticing one’s pronunciation mistakes. As it
turned out, the area of word stress on compound nouns proved to be a rather easy lesson
for them. The suggested step-by-step process explained in Chapter 3 proved to be an

adequate tool in leading each participant to a greater understanding and awareness of the
rules of English stress and intonation and of their ability to follow those rules. While the
concepts of stress and intonation were not ones that were previously understood or
considered by the participants, they quickly began to see its importance. Through
understanding these areas, they immediately began to compare the stress and intonation
of Persian and English and discovered for themselves where some of the major
differences lie. As they listened to their recorded speech over and over again, they
readily recognized their errors and even understood why they were making them.
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the findings of my study on stress and L1 interference
for native Persian speakers of English. The results include the data on three separate
language production tasks on stress in English with a post-test comparison of language
production after instruction and practice of compound nouns with explicit comparison of
stress between the L1 and L2. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of the findings, a review
of the limitations of my study, implications for native Persian English learners and
English teachers, and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Through my many different experiences teaching English to speakers of many
different language backgrounds, I have discovered the importance of possessing adequate
intelligibility in pronunciation. The need for using appropriate stress and intonation has
been demonstrated over and over again to be a fundamental need for English language
learners. It was upon this understanding that I have sought to discover how best to
present this subject of pronunciation to my English language students and furthermore,
how best they can learn it. Because of my experience in teaching Persian speakers
English, I sought to find out what common errors they made in English pronunciation and
how they could best improve on these errors. As I reviewed pertinent research it quickly
became apparent that the idea of “noticing” one’s pronunciation errors was of the utmost
importance. This study sought to find what connection there may be between speakers’
errors in English pronunciation and how much improvement they might show once they
notice those errors. Now in Chapter Five, I will discuss the results of the study, review
areas for further research, and talk about the limitations that are present.
Findings
The results of this study lined up with what the literature review predicted would
be problematic for Persian speakers of English in one of the three areas, compound
nouns, while raising questions in the other two areas of negative markers and question
words and whether those areas are indeed areas of difficulty or not. However, based on
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the results, the impact of noticing cannot be denied. Looking at the number of correctly
pronounced compound nouns between the first test (19%) and the second test (96%) is

very promising and potentially encouraging to language teachers. Within only ten hours
of pronunciation lessons, the participants were able to improve their results on average by
nearly five times. This improvement seems to give more weight to the importance of not
only explicit pronunciation instruction but perhaps even more appropriately, introducing
the concept of “noticing” into this instruction. If further case studies and research would
show a five-fold increase in production due to the presence of “noticing” then that could
have some important implications for the language teacher.
Benefits of “Noticing” in Pronunciation Instruction
Most ESL teachers address the area of pronunciation in one way or another.
Some have commonly integrated it into other areas of instruction while others try to give
a greater focus on it because of its perceived importance in improving the students’
ability to speak in an intelligible way. In my own experience, I have tried many different
methods of pronunciation teaching with very mixed results. However, because of the
knowledge and experience that I have acquired from this study, I now will approach
pronunciation teaching in a much more focused way. I believe that this study, along with
others, (Schmidt 1990, Matthews, et al 1989) gives a very good argument for including
specific activities that will lead students to notice their pronunciation mistakes. This truly
is a “learner-based” strategy as it employs the specific areas of difficulty for learners of
English and leads them in pronunciation lessons that adhere to their areas of greatest
need.
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Targeting Learning Needs
In order to target what the specific learning needs of language learners were, an overview
of potential pronunciation problems for Persian L1 speakers learning English was
explored. The areas of negative markers, compound nouns, and question words were
determined to be potentially problematic. Once these areas were identified, specific tasks
were designed to elicit these features by the participants. The production of the
participants’ speech was assessed to discover what in fact proved difficult. These steps –
identifying potential issues based on the background of the learner’s first language,
effective elicitation tasks that produce language according to the problem areas, and
assessing the output of the tasks - help the instructor more easily identify and employ a
“learner-based” strategy in addressing language learners’ pronunciation issues.
Limitations
Clearly, there are several limitations to this study. Because the sample size was
so small, there needs to be further research in this area to give a sufficient sample to show
how beneficial this would be for other learners. Had a larger sample of participants been
available, a more sweeping conclusion could have been reached.
Secondly, a fuller picture of the effects of noticing on pronunciation would be
reached by including more areas of pronunciation outside of only compound nouns,
which were used in this study. It would be interesting to discover whether certain areas
of pronunciation are easier to acquire than others.
Thirdly, because all the data were collected during interviews, picture prompts,
and role plays, it might not give a 100% accurate portrayal of the participants’ every day,
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authentic use of English. In addition, it could be that the difference between the pre-task
of reading the compound nouns as opposed to the post-task of placing compound nouns
within a sentence might lead to different results. Admittedly, it may have been more
accurate to require participants to use use the compound nouns in sentences in both the
post-test and the pre-test. Sentences were included in the post-test because it became
very clear that it was too easy for each participant to say the compound nouns with
correct stress after the pronunciation lessons. By putting the compound nouns in
sentences it tested their actual, authentic usage of them. However, this could have
compromised some of the results because the output on the pre- and post-test are not as
directly comparable. Additionally, it would be helpful if a more longitudinal study were
conducted to discover whether the improvements on their pronunciation had a lasting
impact. The concept of pronunciation improvement through noticing would be greatly
enhanced by studies that show lasting improvement by participants as opposed to only
short-term gain.
Suggestions for Further Study
As mentioned above, there are several areas where future studies could provide
more answers to the effect of noticing in pronunciation. Obviously, this study could be
repeated in another setting with different participants to help give a greater reliability to
the results. Additionally, this study could be expanded to include different languages,
different areas of pronunciation, different methods of teaching the participants how to

notice their pronunciation mistakes, and different methods of interviewing them. Studies
employing all of these options would go a long ways towards giving more evidence on
the potential benefits of noticing to improve pronunciation.
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Reflection
As I look back and consider these findings and other similar studies that have
been referenced, I am more convinced of the great impact that a learner-based model has
in teaching language. When we consider the ability and level of a learner and explicitly
teach towards the output that we observe we increase our effectiveness. Seeing this firsthand through the process of the pre- and post-tests really solidified this way of thinking
and will greatly impact my teaching in the future. A learner-based approach gives you
the ability to meet the language student right where they are at in their development and
serves to help him or her take the “next-step” in their language development more
quickly and efficiently. Clearly, there are some obstacles to carrying out this plan in a
large classroom. But as much as possible, every effort should be made by language
instructors to tailor pronunciation lessons according to the mistakes that are common in
the classroom. Additionally, an emphasis on noticing and understanding these mistakes
may help speed up the acquisition of a more intelligible pronunciation. Helping each
student notice his or her pronunciation mistakes will, in my mind, not only greatly
improve his or her ability to intelligibly speak English, but may also lead it to happen in a
much quicker timeframe.
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APPENDIX A
Interview
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1. What are three things that you like?
2. What are three things that you don’t like?
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APPENDIX B
Compound nouns list
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cork screw

egg beater

can opener

cheese grater

tea pot

tea strainer

measuring spoons

vegetable peeler

pizza cutter

bottle opener

potato masher

oven mitt
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APPENDIX C
Warm-up questions
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1. Where were you born?
2. What jobs have you had?
3. Where have you lived?
4. Tell me about your family.
5. What did you do today?
6. How many years did you go to school in Iran?
7. How many years have you been studying English?
8. What is your first language?
9. What other languages do you speak?
10. How long have you lived in the U.S.?
11. What level of schooling have you completed?
12. How old are you?
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APPENDIX D

Compound noun list on post-test
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Red light

Paper clip

Father-in-law

Fundraiser

Speechwriter

Heart attack

Movie star

Sunglasses

Address book

Mother tongue

Language teacher

Whiteboard

Toothpaste

Haircut

Check-in

Full moon

Bedroom

Software

Breakfast

Washing machine

Sunrise

Greenhouse

Highlight

Takeout

Honeymoon

Mailbox

